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Monitor Koorui 27E1QA
Looking for the perfect monitor to be the perfect companion to any gaming experience? The Koorui 27E1QA features a 27-inch display
that provides a wide color gamut for more realistic images. What's more, it  provides low latency, as its response time is only 1 ms! It
stands out with a refresh rate of 144 Hz, thus enabling smooth gaming sessions. Enjoy uninterrupted performance together with Koorui!
 
Perfect picture
The Koorui monitor provides a resolution of 2560 × 1440p, as well as an ultra-fast refresh rate of 144 Hz, which is compatible with most
graphics cards. What's more, it features a 27-inch display and uses an advanced IPS panel, and its color gamut is DCI-P3 90% (which is
equal to SRGB 100%). This makes its colors very vivid and realistic, with no fading. This makes it so that the image from any angle will
have the same quality!  In  addition,  FreeSync /  G /  Sync technology helps eliminate image tearing when working fast.  Say goodbye to
blurring and lag in first-person shooters, racing and strategy games.
 
Professional display
Are you betting on excellent image quality? Opt for the Koorui Monitor, which is equipped with a professional Retina QHD display that
provides almost 40% more display area than an FHD display, while providing an amazingly sharp image, full of detail. You'll be able to
display everything you need on this huge canvas! Enjoy crisp details and never be surprised by your opponent in a game again!
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Created for game fans
Do you often play exciting clashes in the game? The Koorui 27E1QA will be perfect for you! This monitor combines a 144 Hz refresh rate
with  Adaptive Sync technology for  smooth and uninterrupted gaming sessions.  Want  to  see more detail?  Use the gaming mode!  HDR
technology makes the image quality more detailed, most importantly,  it  helps you see more details in the dark. In addition, thanks to
special technology, the monitor is able to effectively filter out harmful blue light, thus improving viewing comfort.
 
Thoughtful design
Koorui  is  not  only  a  functional  device,  it  is  also  a  thoughtful  and  minimalist  design.  They  stand  out  with  an  ultra-thin  housing  with  a
modern design. In addition, the stand has been created so that its installation is quick and easy, and what's more, it allows you to adjust
the tilt. This makes it possible for you to use it the way you like it best.
 
Comfort of use
The 27E1QA was created with comfort in mind, which is why it is equipped with several different ports. You will find on it, among other
things, two HDMI 1.4, HDMI 2.0 inputs and DisplayPort 1.2. This makes this monitor exhibit wide compatibility. It will work well with PCs,
laptops, PS and Xbox consoles or TV boxes. This makes it suitable no matter what, whether you need a tool for work or entertainment!
 
	Manufacturer	
	Koorui
	Model	
	27E1QA
	Image size	
	27 inches
	Panel type	
	VA
	Resolution	
	QHD 2560×1440 2K
	Refresh rate	
	144 Hz
	Aspect ratio	
	16:9
	Response time	
	1 MS (MPRT)
	Color gamut	
	90% DCI-P3
	Color space	
	sRGB 100%
	Color depth	
	8bit
	Brightness	
	300 cd/m²
	Contrast	
	3000:1
	Stand angle	
	-5°/15°
	Inputs	
	DP1.2 / HDMI 2.0 / HDMI 1.4/ Audio out
	Size	
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	613.5 × 467 × 246 mm
	Weight	
	5.6 kg
	Power range	
	100-240 V, 47/63 Hz, 2.0 A
	Additional features	
	Blue light filter, Flicker free, Gsync, Freesync, HDR
	Color range	
	16.7 million
	Energy class
	F

Price:

€ 223.00

IT Accessories, Displays
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